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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001 ] The invention relates to a portable device with-

out tapes carried out without moving parts, except but-
tons for operations. It is also a method for digital

recording, storage, editing and playing of audio. This

device is extremely suitable to be used for digital audio
with compression, for example MPEG files. The system

can be used by journalists, radio stations and ail other

users, who wish to record, store and edit high quality
audio.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] The existing record and playback devices are
either analogue or digital. Looking at the disadvantages
of the analogue method, like lower audio quality and
larger wear-off of the mechanical parts and the fact that
searching and editing of audio fragments are very time
consuming activities which must be done by a profes-
sional. The analogue method has lately more and more
been pushed aside by the digital method.
[0003] The existing digital method on tape does solve

the problem of the low audio quality, but here also other

disadvantages remain: a mechanical device, so subject
to wear off, the audio fragments are not direct accessi-

ble, and the time consuming and complicated way of

editing recorded audio.
[0004] The digital method on directaccessiblestorage

media with moving parts takes away the above men-
tioned disadvantages, but this device has another dis-

advantage, namely that it is less shock-proof, subject to
wear-off of the moving parts and therefore less reliable
and has shorter lifetime.
[0005] From US005491774A a portable recording and
reproduction device is already known which stores dig-
ital audio on direct accessible storage media without
moving parts. Such a system will take away all move
mentioned disadvantages and makes use of external

PCMCIA card as storage medium. This has as a disad-
vantagethat the available storage capacity is small and

expensive. The expensive cards can be stolen or get
lost. Apart from the direct damage, also the possibility
remains that when the device is going to be used, such

a card is not available, which results in the fact that the

device can not be used at all.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] It is therefore an object of the present invention

to provide a portable record/playback device and
method that promise easy playback and editing of high

quality audio, a less expensive and reliable storage
medium, amore efficient use of available storage

2

medium and also promise a very reliable way of record-

ing and storing audio.

1. An object of the invention is to provide a record-
5 ing method that prevents the user losing the begin-

ning of an important audio fragment. This time shift
recording method, stores the audio signal tempo-
rarily in a memory buffer when the device is in

standby mode. This memory buffer is a so called
ro first in-first out buffer. The duration of the audio that

can be stored in the FIFO buffer call be adjusted by
the user. As soon as the user likes to start the
recording, because the audio is getting interesting,

the actual recording will be activated. From that
15 moment on, all audio will be written to the storage

media including the audio which previously had
been stored in the FIFO buffer.
2. It is a further object of this invention to provide a
recording method that promises an efficient use of

20 the available storage medium. The smart space
recording method, checks during record the incom-

ing audio signal. When the method detects silence
for a period longer than the user specified, this

silence will not be written to the storage media. As
25 soon as the method detects audio waves (again), it

automatically starts writing the incoming audio to
the storage media. The advantages area substan-

tially more efficient use of the storage device, and a
cost saving due to the fact that the device can be

so standby for 24 hours per day and automatically

starts recording when it'detects audio.
3. A still further object of this invention is to provide

a reliable recording method that makes sure that

the audio will be stored correctly. The audible
s5 recording verification method, writes the audio dur-

ing record to the storage medium. After every write
action it will try to read the written audio back from

the storage medium. If the method is able to read
the audio, it will play back that specific part. This

ao gives the user the certainty that this part has been

stored correctly. In case the write action failed, the
method will retry the write action several times.
When it still fails after several retries, the user will

be notified by headphone because the method will
45 only playback the audio that has been correctly

written to the storage media.
If the method detects that-the storage medium

can not be accessed, the method will automatically
switch to another storage medium, if available.

50 4. Yet another object of this invention is to provide
an easy audio editing method. The editing method

provides the user with functions like cutting, past-
ing, copying and deletion of audio. It also gives the
possibility to add related data to the stored audio

55 like audio type, audio quality, duration of audio,
name, recording date and time. All these functions

make it easy to create, store and reproduce audio.

5. According to another aspect of the invention,
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there is provided an internal storage medium. This
internal storage medium can be of any type of
memory, for example flash chips. In this way it will
be possible to create a large storage medium,
because there are almost no limitations to the size.
This internal storage medium will be faster than an
external storage medium like a PCMCIA flash disk
because there are no time consuming drivers
required. Because the internal storage medium is
fast and large, it gives the opportunity to record also
uncompressed audio.

6. Another object of this invention is to provide such
a device which has not only an internal storage
medium but also an external storage medium, With
such a device it will be possible to store audio
simultaneously to the internal and external storage
media. In this case the audio will be available for
reproduction while the device can be used for the
next recording.
7. It is a further object of this invention to provide a
device which offers several ways of transmitting

audio to other systems. One way of transferring the
audio is by using the PCMCIA communication port.
The PCMCIA port gives the possibility to use sev-
eral types of communication cards. Another way of
transferring the audio is using a standard digital
output like AESlEBU. This digital port can be used
for real-time transmission between two audio
devices. For cheap and fast transmission between
the invention and for example an ordinary compu-
ter, adigital port can be used like USB, LPT or Fire
Wire.

The advantages of these transmission ways
are that there's no need to copy the audio to an
expensive storage medium first. There are also a lot
more possibilities created to use the invention as a
compatible receiver/transmitter.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram providing a functional lay-
out for the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a schematic explanation of the time shift
recording method.
Fig. 3 is a schematic explanation of the smart
space recording method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention departs from long stand-
ing tradition which dictates the use of a moving medium
such as tape or compact disk as a requirement for an
recording device. Instead, it offers several ways of stor-
ing audio.
[0009] First of all, it offers the advantages of a remov-

able element smaller in size than a cassette tape, but

which has no moving parts. This removable component
comprises a flash memory chip or module which has
the capacity to store digital information without need for
ongoing power support. The stored information is sub-

5 stantially permanent and is not susceptible to magnetic
erasure or modification. This information can be imme-
diately recovered by inserting the module into any com-
patible recorder or ordinary computer for immediate
playback, editing or archiving.

ro [0010] Instead of using the removable flash memory
module, it will also be possible to use a removable hard
disk: a removable module having time same size as the
removable flash memory module.
[0011] The present invention departs also from long

~5 standing tradition which dictates the use of removable
media. Removable media can be handy but are not nec-
essary in every situation. Because removable media are
quite expensive, easy to forget and also very easy to
loose, the present invention has an internal disk which

20 has the capacity to store digital information very fast
and to recover the stored information very fast for imme-

diate playback or editing.
[0012] The present invention also provides a digital
communication port for very fast and easy transport of

25 the stored digital audio to another device like an ordi-
nary computer.
[0013] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the invention, adig-
ital portable recording device. In Fig. 1, the digital port-
able recorder has a CPU (13) for controlling the entirety.

so Connected to a bus (0) from CPU (13) are ROM {5) and
RAM (4). Further an internal storage medium (3) for
storing audio data and acompression /decompression
circuit (10) for compressing and expanding audio data.
Additionally connected to the bus (0) are an I/O port

35 (71) for connecting a card (16) to add various functions
like an external storage device for backup or transport,
an IJO port (14) for connecting an external computer
(17) to transmit stored audio from the recording device
to the connected external computer (17). A liquid dis-

ao play (15) and input keys are further connected to the
bus (0).
[0014] The portable device can be powered by an
internal removable battery pack (2) or can be powered
by an external power supply (1}. When connected to an

45 external power supply (1), power will be supplied to the
recording device but also to the battery (2) of the record-
ingdevice to electrically charge the battery {2).
[0015] To store an audio signal from the microphone,
a record command is given through the input key (12).

5o In response to the record command, the audio signal
from the microphone is supplied to the A/D converter

(8), and converted into a digital form. The audio data is
then supplied to and compressed by the compression /
decompression circuit (10). The compressed audio data

55 is delivered to the internal disk (3) through the bus (0),
and stored there. Simultaneously, the compressed
audio data can be delivered to an external card (16)
through bus (0) and I/O port (11), and stored there.
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[0016] To reproduce data stored on the internal disk

(3), a reproduction command is given through the input

key (12). In response to the command, compressed

audio data is read from the internal disk (3), and deliv-

ered to the compression/decompression circuit (10).

The circuit (10) expands the audio data that has been

compressed by MPEG, for example. The expanded

audio data is supplied to the headphone through D/A

converter (9).

[0017] To reproduce data stored on an external disk

(16), a reproduction command is given through the input

key (12). In response to the command, compressed

audio data is read from the external disk (16), and deliv-

ered to the audio compression/decompression circuit

(10). The circuit (10) expands the audio data that has

been compressed by MPEG, for example. The

expanded audio data is supplied to the headphone

through the D/A converter (9).
[0018] To copy digital data from the internal disk (3) to

an external digital recording device (6) like a DAT, the

external digital recording device (6) is connected to the

digital output (7). A reproduction command is given

through the input key (12). In response to the reproduc-

tion command, compressed audio data are read from

the internal disk (3), and delivered to the digital output

(7). The external digital recording device (6) records the

incoming audio data from the digital output (7) without

converting the digital audio to analog audio. This means

no loss of audio quality.
[0019] To copy digital data from the internal disk (3) to

an external computer (17), the computer is connected to

the UO port (14). A copy command is given through the

input key (12). In response to the command, data are

read from internal disk (3), and delivered to the I/O port

(14).
[0020] Fig. 2 is a schematic explanation of one part of

the invention. This part of the invention is the time shift
recording method, a possible way of storing an audio

signal from the microphone. Because digital audio

needs a lot of storage space, users of a portable digital

recorder start recording only then when there is some-

thing interesting to record. Unfortunately, very often

users find out that they started the recording just a few

seconds too late. To eliminate the problem of missing

the first few seconds, the invention has a special way of

recording and storing digital audio: the time shift record-

ing method. The time shift recording method stores not

only the audio recorded from the moment the recording

started, but it also stores the audio recorded just a few

seconds before the recording actually started.
[0021] To store an audio signal from the microphone

using time shift recording, a start command is given at

(19}. The audio signal from the microphone will be con-

verted from analog to digital at (8, 20). The invention

gives the possibility to store the audio linear or com-

pressed, this will be checked at (21). When storing com-

pressed, the digital audio will be compressed at (10, 22)

and stored in RAM (4, 23), otherwise it will directly be

[~

stored in RAM (4, 23). The invention checks at (24) if the

user is waiting for some interesting audio. If the user is

still waiting the invention jumps to (20).

[0022] When the user wants to start the actual record-

5 ing, a record command is given through the input key

(12) at (25). In response to the record command, all

audio (length specified at (78)) stored in RAM (4) at (23)

will be read at (27) and written to the internal disk (3} at

(28).
ro [0023] When the actual recording is active, audio

stored in RAM (4) at (23) will be read at (26) and written

to the internal disk {3) at (28). To check if the recorded

audio has been written correctly to the internal disk (3),

the audio in RAM (4) will be compared (29) to the audio

rs stored on the internal disk (3). When it seems that

something has gone wrong (30), it will return to (28) and

try again.
[0024] Sometimes it's handy for safety and flexibility to

have a backup of the recorded audio on a removable

20 medium (16), this option will be checked at (31). If the

user doesn't want a backup of the recorded audio, it

clears RAM (4) at (35). If the user likes to make a

backup on an external disk (76) has been connected to

I/O port (11), the audio in RAM (4} will be written to the

25 external disk (16) at (32). To check if the recorded audio

has been written correctly to the external disk (16), the

audio in RAM (4) will be compared (33) to the audio

stored on the external disk (16). When it seems that

something has been gone wrong (34), it will return to

so (32) and try again. When at (34) is concluded that the

audio is correctly stored, the whole RAM (4) will be

cleared at (35). At (36) will be checked if the user wants

to stop otherwise it jumps to (20) and continues record-

ing.
35 [0025] Fig. 3 is a schematic explanation of one part of

the invention. This part of the invention is the smart

space recording method, a possible way of storing an

audio signal from the microphone. Because digital

audio needs a lot of storage space, it's a waste of space

4o when silence recorded. If the smart space recording

method detects more then a few seconds of silence, it

stops storing the recorded audio, silence. The smart

space recording method also gives the possibility to

start a recording automatically, because it doesn't write

ae to disk until it detects audio.

[0026] To store an audio signal from the microphone

using the smart space recording method, a start com-

mand is given at (38). The audio signal from the micro-

phonewill be converted from analog to digital at (8, 39).

5o The present invention gives the possibility to store the

audio linear or compressed, this will be checked at (40).

When storing compressed, the digital audio will be com-

pressed at (10, 41) and stored in RAM (4, 42), otherwise

it will directly be stored in RAM (4, 42). At (43) the

55 recorded audio will be checked.
[0027] If there's no audio signal at (43), a silence dura-

tion counter will be incremented. At (46) will be checked

if the duration of silence exceeds the length specified at
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(37). If the length of silence exceeds the length speci-

fied, RAM (4) will be cleared at (51).

[0028] If there's an audio signal detected at (43), the

silence duration counter will be set to zero seconds.

Audio stored in RAM (4) at (42) will be read at (47) and
written to the internal disk (3) at (48). To check if the

recorded audio has been written correctly to the internal

disk (3), the audio in FiAM (4) will be compared (49) to

the audio stored on the internal disk (3). When it seems

that something has gone wrong (50), it will return to (48)

and try again.
[0029] When at (50) is concluded that the audio is cor-

rectly stored, the whole RAM (4) will be cleared at (51).

At (52) will be checked if the user likes to stop the

recording, otherwise it jumps to (39) and continues

recording.

E:3

will be available for transferring/receiving audio

data to/from other devices like an ordinary compu-

ter;

5 6. An audio recording method comprising the steps of:

Storing compressed audio data in storage

means (4) during stand-by;
Length of storage means (4) is user adjustable;

ro At the moment the actual recording starts, all

audio in storage means (4) will be written to

storage means (3);
During actual recording all data will be written

to storage means (4);
rs During actual recording all audio data available

in storage means (4) will be read and written to

storage means (3);

Claims
7. An audio recording method according to claim 6,

1. A portable device for digital recording, storing, edit- 20 wherein data will not be written to said storage

ing and reproducing of sound, comprising: means (3) but to an external recording medium

(16).
Control means (13) for controlling entire behav-

iors;
Compression circuit (70) for compressing

audio data;
Decompression circuit (10) for expanding com-

pressed audio data;
Intelligent battery (2) for supplying power to the

hole system;
Fast storage means (4) for buffering audio dur-

ing recording and reproducing audio data;
Digital port (7) for real-time digital audio trans-
mission and reception;
External I/O means (11) for fast and flexible
transfer of digital audio data;
Fast and reliable internal storage means (3)
using flash memory, which has the capacity to

store digital data without need for ongoing

power support;

2. The portable device according to claim 1, wherein

said storage means (3) will be replaced by a large
internal hard disc which has the capacity to store a

lot of digital data in a very fast way;

3. The portable device according to claim 1 and 2,
wherein next to storage means (4) a card shaped
recording medium (16) has been connected to I/O

port (11);

4. The portable device according to claim 1 and 2,

wherein next to storage means (4) a card shaped

hard disc (16) has been connected to I/O port (71);

5. The portable device according to claims 1, 2, 3 and

4, wherein next to the existing I/O port (11) and dig-

ital port (7) a very fast digital communication port

8. An audio recording method comprising the steps of:

25

During stand-by all audio will be checked.

When detecting silence for a period longer than

the user specified, this silence will not be
stored, otherwise compressed audio will be

so stored to storage means (4);
Length of storage means (4) is user adjustable;

At the moment the actual recording starts, all

audio, in storage means (4) will be written to

storage means (3);
35 During actual recording all audio will be

checked. When detecting silence for a period
longer than the user specified, this silence will

not be stored, otherwise compressed audio will

be stored to storage means (4);
ao During actual recording all audio data available

in storage means (4) will be read and written to

storage means (3);

9. An audio recording method according to claim 8,
45 wherein data will not be written to said storage

means (3) but to an external recording medium

(76);

10. An audio recording method comprising the steps of:

50

During actual recording all audio will be stored

in storage means (4). All audio data available in

storage means (4) will be read and written to

storage means (3);
55 Audio data just written to storage means (3) will

be read back from storage means (3);
If the system is able to read the audio, it will

playback this audio part.
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If the system is not able to read the audio back,

it will retry the write action several times. If the
system didn't succeed, it will try to write the
audio to storage means (16);

11. The portable device according to claims 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5, which uses some or all of the recording

methods according to claims 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10;

to

rs

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55
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18 ~ Specify length of TSR buffer

19 ~ Start Time Shift Recording (TSR)

20 ~ AJD conversion

21 - _~Compressaudb9-~ _. =>--N~__1

- --- Yes

22 ~ Audio compression

Store audio in non-volatile 
z3

~~memory (FIFO buffer)

t 25

24 -~~-"' Recording started ._ -No --- ►-=~ ;. Start recording? ;`;-- No

Yes ~ Yes
-~~_ - -

26 Read audb tram FIFO buffer 27 
~°~'d audb wkh s ecified 7SF2

butter length Irom FIFO buffer

28 WrRe audio read fo intema! disk----~-,

29 I Compare audio on intema) disk

with aud'a in FIFO buffer

30 ; . _- Audio equal? _~ :: - _ _ No

Yes

~--~-~"~~ Make backup? ̀  ~ _- 31..--_-~_

l Yes
L

32 Write audio tlexternal dlak _ ------~

33 I Compare audio on externet disk

with auda in FIFt~ bulfer

34 - ; ̀ Y Audio equal? ~ - -- No —'
-~ ,._ __~

_. .~

Yes

Clear entire FIFO buffer 35 j
i

-_-'-
36 -~:_ ""~ Stop recording? '__~ ~---No .__ ...__~--__

1~iR. l
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37 Specify maxknum length of stored

silence (length of gaps)

38 Start Recording

_.. T --- -- - —..
39 A/D conversbn _ _ _... _._ .. ..r_-~ _ _ _.___~___._ __
40 ~:c'~ Compress audfo9 ;;~~-.---No---

--,-_ 
-------1__Yes _ ',

41 ~ Audio compressbn1

Score audio in non-vola0le 
142

memory (FIFO buffer)

43-<--.~- Silence detected? '~'~>------Na----------

Yes
-- — ---- -

44 Increment detected silence time 45 Reset detected silence time
.__..~ ~_.__.W.... ~ ~_-------- _- -------

i `\

~betected silence time

specil3ed silence length ~
i.,

r ,-
,,. 

i ~ Yes ____...

47 ~ Read audio /rom FIFO buffer

48 I Write ~udb read to internal disk

49 ~ Compare audio on Internal disk

with audio in FIFO butler

--_. ._
50 ---'~ Audioequal7 --. :.,_._.__.No _._.

Yes

--- - - -, - - Clear entire FIFO buffer 1 51

~.__ 

--- -

~_
 --___,

52< _'r Stop recording? "-`:::.— No --

Fig. J
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